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I think of this exhibition as an archipelago, where the works cluster together like 
little groups of islands, capable of harnessing and transmitting energy. An 
archipelago of works, diverse in terms of form and scenario, yet maintaining the 
same consistency and intensity, in a sea that hosts a great number of other realities 
at the same time, with which to interact.  
There is no theme serving as the common thread to this exhibition; rather there is a 
challenge: to reinterpret a space so strongly connoted as the branch of a bank, and 
to trace new paths of meaning through it. It is an experience that aims to introduce 
an element of discontinuity, to enhance both thought and gaze. The “real” paths 
bound up with the everyday activities that are carried out here are overlaid by paths 
dictated by new parameters: a school of little coloured whales unexpectedly pans out 
before our gaze; drawings placed on the desktops take the place of financial 
documents; the images of a journey to St Kilda, an archipelago of the Northern 
Atlantic Ocean, liven up a corridor space; 15 pieces of whale fat, organic material yet 
now still and silent, occupy the area in front of the vault, the very heart of the 
branch. Strip Maps. Sguardo ed Esperienza (Gaze and Experience) is all this; 
the title is taken from those special “qualitative” maps that incorporate 
data of kinds different from the purely geographical, heterogeneous and contingent 
kinds of data. In this case they provide a metaphor for the will to re-write that 
space, for the attempt to tell “other” stories, albeit in a disjointed fashion. 
In this exhibition, exploration is a key word, just as are gaze and experience. 
Exploration brings to mind the notion of travel, immersion and discovery, the 
desire to proceed one step at a time, along unbeaten tracks. The gaze is 
fundamental; it is that which brings material to life, that reinterprets it and gives it 
meaning. Experience, in the sense of the relationship, the meeting and crossing, 
thus becomes an integral part of a story of which the writing is a work in progress: it 
may grow, change, die and be reborn in other guises. In Malerbe – a project 
produced by the UniCredit Group on the occasion of this exhibition – clumps of grass 
pop up in every corner. The performance involves more than 1000 people invited to 
jot down a memory brought to mind, a thought or a mere impulse on Post-It notes 
standing like blades of grass. 
Visitors are then asked to stick these special little “weeds” wherever they want, thus 
“sowing” part of their history and emotions within the space. A small yet radical 
gesture in terms of its resoluteness and freeness; a clear act denoting the 
appropriation of a neutral environment. Weeds are notorious for growing in 
interstitial spaces; they are considered as being of no value, as things to be pulled 
up and thrown out. Yet here they spread profusely, completely transforming all that 
which lies around us. That which is usually found on the sidelines thus takes over, a 
green wave growing and feeding off the contributions of all those who for one day 
use and experience the branch in an alternative manner. It is thus something of a 
revolution, a great conquest. 
Many of the texts found in this publication are of a personal nature, 
recounting anecdotes, telling of encounters that have taken place 
through the works or through the very creation of the works. I don’t 
believe this is by chance. I like to think of Claudia’s own approach to her work taking 
on a kind of tree form, with projects “branching out” to reach through space and 
time, while keeping their roots firmly in the ground. 
And talking of roots, I recently came across a postcard that Claudia sent me five 
years ago. A simple postcard showing the bridges over the river Po in Piacenza: the 
town where she lives. Today, after working on this project with her, I can see a lot 



more in that image. The water of the river is a flow that carries, envelops, swallows 
up and restores. It is all so immediate and clear, yet it is also so thick with layers, 
elements that have something ancestral about them, profoundly rooted in the history 
of the place and those who have lived there. It is an image in which past and present 
live hand in hand, and in which art has the power to bring different elements 
together. It is just like a clew of wool wound up upon itself, withholding histories and 
meanings deep down inside it. 
I am certain that after this exhibition, even once the works have disappeared, the 
branch will be left with a different energy. I’m not only referring to the memories of 
those given the chance to experience it in a different way, but to something that has 
to do with the place itself, which cannot but retain the traces of its encounter with 
these emotions and images. 
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